Antira---Barrio
At the Klimacamp 2016

Program

all day, every day:
*Photo-Exhibitopn "Silent shouting" & Short Film from the Greek Relocation Camp Vassiliki // Abdulazez Dukhan (Homs, Syria) // "Don't forget us please, our voices are so low compared to that big world."
*Info-Exhibition on Deportations to Macedonia // Die Falken

Su, 21.8.
10-12.30 OpenSpace – Open Discussions // Come to the barrio, get involved or organize own talks, workshops and discussions!
17-19.00 Talk: AFD & Climate Politics // Andreas Kemper
20.30 Film: #MyEscape // The documentary is a collection of (phone) videos by refugees, who documented their dangerous journey to Germany and provide commentary on the images.

Mo, 22.8.
10-12.30 OpenSpace – Open Discussions // Get involved!
17-19:00 Workshop: Germany – CampCountry – Deportation Camps in NRW // Eva Weber (Forschungsgesellschaft Flucht und Migration (ffm)) // How can we regain agency for the abolition of "Lagers" in times of increasing deportations?

Tue, 23.8.
10-12.30 OpenSpace: Critical Activism-Balkanroute & Everywhere Else // How do we act on the Balkanroute and in antiracist work in general, what (power) structures are we reproducing and (de)construction?
17-19.00 Talk: WatchTheMed Alarmphone // Info-Session on the Alarmphone, a network of activists and civil actors supporting refugees in distress at the Mediterranean Sea
20.30 Film: "The Awakening – A Film on Lived Realities of Roma" + discussion with director Kenan Emini (Roma Antidiscrimination Network) // Documentary on the psychological effects of deportations and racism and discrimination against Roma in different European countries
**Wed, 24.8.**

17-19.00 Talk: Sudan: History, Politics, Culture, Economy // Badreleen (Sudanese Community Osnabrück) // Report on different aspects of the Sudan.

---

**Thu, 25.8. Day of Action**

---

**Fr, 26.8.**
10-12.30 Workshop: Migration in Climate Change // Sybille Bauriedl // How are the “climate problem” and the “migration problem” connected? Critical discussion of the term “climate refugee” and attacking capitalism, imperialism and the patriarchy.

17-19.00 Talk: Current Situation at the Balkanroute // No Border Serbia // Insights to the political Situation and activism on the Balkanroute, with focus on Serbia.

20.30 Film: "Shakespeare in Zaatari" + Discussion with director Maan Mouslli // The film tells the story of Syrian children living in one of the worlds largest refugee camps in Jordan, who rehearse and perform two Shakespeare tragedies with the famous Syrian director and actor Nawar Bulbul.

---

**Sa, 27.8. Day of Action**

---

**Su, 28.8.**
10-12.30 OpenSpace: Perspectives of Antiracist Work in the Climate Movement // How do we continue after the camp? What are points of discussion and intervention for the climate and the antiracist movements? How do we stay connected?

---

... disobedient against climate change and racism!

All events in the AntiRa-Barrio tent!
Come over and get involved!

Send yr questions, love and criticism to burnbordersnotcoal@riseup.net !